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ABSTRACT

Article History:

Hotelling T-square
T
control chart is an extension of univariateshewhart control chart where two or
more related quality variables can be monitored simultaneously. Univariateshewhart control chart
provides a good approach for monitoring quality variables separately, but most often in industry,
some degree of correlation due exist between quality variables and which makes the so
so-called
univariateshewhart chart in-appropriate
in appropriate for monitoring quality in production processes. However,
when the quality variables are correlated then the most suitable approach for mu
multivariate process
monitoring is the Hotelling T-square
T square control chart. In this research, a multivariate data at the early
stage of production consisting of individual observations obtained from Dana Steel Company Ltd
katsina is analyzed for quality, and the
the result of the retrospective analysis shows that at the initial
stage of production the data is in statistical control.
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INTRODUCTION
Industrial application of multivariate quality control (MQC)
have attracted attention
ntion in the recent decades Timothy and Paul
(1999); Theodora (2005), this is because quality control in
industries involves monitoring
onitoring a vector of related quality
variables. The main significance of process monitoring is the
early detection of an out-of-control
control signal followed by the
identification of the quality attribute responsible for the out-ofout
control signal, often in industrial
strial settings, there exist variations
in the raw materials and production process all of which are
due the natural and assignable causes. Natural causes arose due
to random forces which are uncontrollable while assignable
causes are those which occurred as a result of wrong industrial
settings, raw materials variations and staff personnel, in
addition assignable causes can be managed, monitored and
controlled. Hotelling who is famous in the development of
multivariate quality control first developed a T-square
T
test
procedure for multivariate population and later extend it to
control charts Hotelling (1931), Hotelling (1947). An extensive
literature review for multivariate quality control (MQC) which
among others includes multivariate cumulative sum
(MCUSUM)) and multivariate exponentially weighted moving
average (MEWMA) are discussed in Lowry and Montgomery
(1995); Alt (1985); Bersimis et al. (2007).
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This research investigates whether quality control monitoring
are applied from the initial stage of production process when
only data in individual observations are available. The data
used in this research are secondary data comprising of five
variables (Weightt KG/M, Area MMSQ, Breaking force
KGF/MMSQ, Tensile strength N/MMSQ and Yield strength
N/MMSQ) of hundred individual observations each and a
simple random sampling technique was employed for drawing
the sampled data.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Hotelling T-square
are control chart for individual observations is
used when the subgroup size, the test statistics is given as
= ( − )′

( − )

(1)

Where are the individual observations for all the five quality
variables and
are the respective means. is an unbiased
estimator for the unknown population mean and
is the
inverse of the covariance matrix which also an unbiased
estimator of the population
ulation variance. The upper and lower
control limits for the retrospective analysis used for monitoring
the in-control
control condition are computed by
=
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We set the matrices ( − ) and transpose it ( − )′ for the
hundred vectors of observations by first obtaining the
following matrices for which ( = 1,2, … ,100)

Yz

8.0e+07

The means
for each of the = 5 quality variables are
computed as given by the vector below

0.0e+00

= (0.850 108 9650 894 431) −
= (0.849 108 7800 722 431) −
………
= (0.899 114 8500 749 466) −
We then have ( − ) = ∑
covariance matrix computed as
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Fig 1. Control Chart of Individual Observations

and we have the sample

Taking the inverse of the covariance matrix
accordingly
as given by the matrix below

we’ve

We then compute the hotelling T-square statistics in equation
(1) which is given by the matrix below

data was drawn from a statistically monitored and controlled
production process, even though one point is seen to be very
close to the out-of-control region, this may be as a result of
random causes and which can be ignored. Nowadays
production companies are competing to produce best quality
items that meet the demand of the 21st century while low
quality goods are increasingly neglected in the market,
multivariate statistical process control is employed to achieve
the desired objective of monitoring and increasing quality in
production processes, especially when several related variables
that measures quality are involved. We have in this research
analyze a multivariate data of individual observations drawn
from an early stage of production in Dana Steel Company
Limited katsina Nigeria, and the result of the retrospective
analysis based onhotelling’s T-square control chart for
individual observations shows that at the initial stage of
production the data is in statistical control.
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